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The Tale Of Kieu A
The latest movie adaption of literary classic ‘The Tale of Kieu’ reported a loss after box-office collections of just VND2.7 billion ($117,480), and has moved online.
Film adaptation of literary classic ‘The Tale of Kieu’ bombs at box-office
The quintessential example of this tradition — characterized by a complex blending of Chinese and Vietnamese elements — is an epic poem, "Truyên Kiêu," or the "Tale of Kiêu." This masterpiece, ranking ...
Tale of Kiêu
Kieu was 12 years old ... Since then, she's been showcased like a star and shielded like a child. The fairy-tale ending everyone hoped for remains elusive. Mauritania's endless sea of sand ...
The women who sold their daughters into sex slavery
Chung's historical essay on national imagination in Vietnamese poetry, and the modern poetry his essay accompanies, are the second installment in our series o ...
Imagining the Nation
Ever since she was a little girl, Iris has wanted to be a filmmaker. For the last five years though, she's been trapped working in reality television, directing episodes for a series that's barely ...
The Purgation (2015)
It tells the tale of a career-oriented husband and father of uncertain age who can no longer distinguish between the present and the past all that precisely. Another narrative consists of memories of ...
Truth, Lies and Other Stories
Stacker covers the best American-produced films with at least one racially diverse lead. All data is compiled from each film’s IMBb and Metacritic score to comprise its overall score and ranking ...
Best US movies with racially diverse leads
Viet is an ethnic term, of unknown linguistic origin, that dates from well before the common era. In its Chinese form it could mean either "beyond," i.e., the peoples beyond the boundary (outsiders), ...
Vietnam: What's in a Name?
The France - Vietnam information portal - Hoa Phuong Vi Library - was inaugurated at a press conference in Hanoi on April 7. Inaugural ceremony of France - Vietnam information portal - Hoa Phuong Vi ...
France-Vietnam information portal inaugurated
200th anniversary of the establishment of the Lazarev Institute of Oriental Languages (1815) (Armenia with the support of Russian Federation) (2015) The 200th anniversary of the establishment of the ...
Prizes and Celebrations
Baran bo Odar’s hacker thriller Who Am I for example earned a good 5.5 million euros at the box office in 2014; his tale of paranoia taken to amusingly hysterical heights was seen by over 750,000 ...
The New German Genre Cinema
The COVID-19 pandemic has left Vietnamese fencers with a slim chance of qualifying for the Tokyo Olympics in July. Vũ Thành An (right) competes at the 30th SEA Games in the Philippines in 2019. An is ...
Fencers face uphill battle to win Olympics slots
Photo: Le Dan / Tuoi Tre Authorities in Can Tho have decided to postpone the trial opening of a pedestrian street in Ninh Kieu District, the first of its kind in the Mekong Delta city, amid growing ...
Vietnam’s Can Tho postpones opening of city’s first pedestrian street over coronavirus concerns
“Immediately after receiving the report, we instructed the Pa Ve Su Border Guard Station, the commune’s authorities, and the Muong Te police to set up a task force of 20 people to go to the location ...
Climber dies on way to conquer mountain peak in northern Vietnam
And in 1813, Nguyen Du completed "The Tale of Kieu" -- the nation's greatest masterpiece, and the most powerful interpretation of the Vietnamese ideal of Tam Giao Dong Nguyen as seen through the eyes ...
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